2002 jaguar s type battery

I'm at a loss here. My jag s-type, 3. It's been sitting for over 6 mos in my garage while I was away
on army reserve duty. Battery was dead so I charged it but still won't start. Ran great before
this. Any advise that I can trouble shoot? Any advise that I can trouble shoot. Warda answered 4
years ago. Guru9Q5W4 answered 3 years ago. When there is no voltage to the vehicle for long
periods of tome your system looses its memory. While key on reset total reset codes CLEAR
codes with a new bsttery attempt to start your car it usually will stsrt if not run s system check
again snd ser tje new codes displayed now you can find your problem if there ws one to begin
with. Please explain the procedure for reseting the codes, and are you using a plug diagnostic
tool.? GuruC7R1S answered about a year ago. My car was running great just won't turn over
something's wrong with the key or starter. Battery was dead so I charged it but still wo I rplaced
the bulb but still no joy. I had my car at the shop for an intake problem and coil pack
replacement, after getting my car back, the doors lock and unlock by themselves and do the
same if I use the key, key fob or lock but Pulled up to gas pump cut car off pumped gas got in
tried to start car no start. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Cranks but won't start. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Sell Your
Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more,
shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Lake Ford helped make these
videos. The video above shows you how to replace the battery in your Jaguar X-Type. We
recommend changing the battery in Jaguars every 4 years. Although some batteries last much
longer, most batteries begin breaking down chemically after four years, so you could
experience dimmer headlights and other negative effects before you have a dead battery in your
X-Type that you need to replace. Replacing the battery in your X-Type involves removing the
terminals. When you reconnect the terminals, your radio presets are likely to be cleared out. In
some X-Types, you may need to re-enter a security code to get your radio to work again. Check
for this code in your owners manual - it will usually be either a sticker or small card in the
booklet. If you can't find it, call Jaguar and they will give you the code for free. In many Jaguars,
the transmission "learns" how you drive over time and makes adjustments, so you may
experience altered driving dynamics as your car re-learns your driving style after changing the
battery. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their
cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the
road. The best way to fix leaking hoses is to replace them, but if you don't have time, a stop leak
product might work for you. Cars burn, leak and otherwise dispense of their oil. Check your
level frequently and top up when necessary. If you are leaking oil and parking on your oil spots
each night, the oil is breaking down your tires' rubber. Car companies often use the same
engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Fix
leaky hoses. Oil level check. Determine if your air filter is dirty. Learn where your air filter is
located and how to determine if it needs to be changed. Plug the oil leak. See all videos for the
Jaguar X-Type. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything So
far I have had my jag in the shop five times. The car runs great, but every days the battery goes
completely dead. Got any ideas? This is something that will only be able to be fixed by a
thorough check of the electrical system and charging system. It sounds like something is
drawing current when it's not supposed to be. Have them start with the battery and charging
system and go from there. If they can't figure it out, you may want to switch to a mechanic who
specializes in electrical problems. I checked the charging system and replaced the battery. So
far it has been to the dealers 6-times and so far, I have read that some times a relay or two stick
in the RECM. Got any Idea which ones to replace first? Rick answered 12 years ago. Ro
answered 12 years ago. I've owned a used S type for five years. There were electrical problems,
including battery drain and moon roof malfunctions. I didn't want to believe it. None of the
service places I went to ever said anything about it, but came to find out that it indeed a
requirement, or there will be problems. I have exactly the same problem. I have had a new
alternator fitted and it still drains the battery every few weeks. The car runs great but The dials
do some very strange things including the speedo showing acceleration from 20 to mph in
under 1 second!! If you find a solution would you mind sharing it?? Paul answered 10 years
ago. I may need to check the years on this but i think it was ''02's, there is a instance of battery

draw with a relay that sticks, there is a jumper lead that can be installed to correct the problem.
The best way to check for a draw is a OHM meter, there should be no more than 30 miliamps
after an hour all doors shut and alarm off. LOJACk usually has a low draw on a battery. Did you
try and disconnect it? Did you check to see how high the draw was? I purchased my S type in
March , one week later, i noticed it would often slip while driving RPM's would rare but wouldn't
move ,and it would take like 7 Second to go in gear when shiftig. About 2 months later my check
engine came on and i took it to FireStone and they let me that it was just a broken sensor and it
was no big deal but recommended i replace it. Everything seemed to be working fine. Two days
later i drove from Los Angeles to Riverside mistake 2. About 30mins later i got back in my car
and the battery light was on. I tryed to get to the Auto Zone less the one mile away and evey
single sensor came on in the car and it shut down. AAA came can let me know that it was my
battery and alternator. The car had to be towed. I put it in the shop next day, they replaced the
alternator did some electrical work an its been back and forth 3 time because they can not
figure out the CORRECT problem. Could that be the problem? RProphet answered 10 years ago.
I have x-type five speed manual had the battery problem, Went to the Jaguar Dealer and had a
new Jag Battery installled along with cable replacement. This works and sometimes the car
does start immediately but after two tries it starts. Andrew answered 9 years ago. I found on my
S-type there is a switch in the truck for the trunk light. This is a button push in style of switch
and it had broke where it wouldn't reach the area it needed to depress enough to turn off. No
one ever thinks to check their truck I finally found this issue one day. I was going to replace the
switch but I ended up drilling a hole and using a ford style rubber front hood adjuster and I
fitted it to the lower area where the truck light switch contacts. This depresses the button fully
and turns off my trunk light. My battery has been up since then!!! Hello ,mi son had a jag x tipe
before and had same problem i was electrician mechanic in Cuba what i dit just go sears put the
best gold batery and problem fixed waht hapen jag's need a lot amps tu runs electric sistem
now mi son had s-tipe R and well is good car but no easy when i have to work on it. PonyGirl
answered 7 years ago. I have a s-type Jag. Battery kept going dead. Trusted mechanic said it
was a low-level drain that would take hours or weeks to find. Habenero34 answered 7 years ago.
This was several weeks ago - this morning the car was dead - no lights - nothing. I was able to
jump the car and took it to a Jaguar specialty shop very honest. The checked the system and
came back output was too low. The other shop made a comment that the Alternators in these
type of cars rarely go bad. A little nervous getting this done later in the week. Hey guys my car
did the same thing I have a jaguar s type 4. Dear Friends , dont spend yor money on battery or
alternator I had a battery draining problem with my year s type You should check the wirings of
luggage compartment door where the wirings could be damaged when you open and close
luggage compartment door during all these years RDebeaux answered 6 years ago. The
troubleshooting process is very simple, BUT; time consuming. You will need: A multimeter. A
fuse puller. Voltage is the carrier, but current does the work. In small measurements, it is called
milliamperes. You need to charge the battery fully. Get distilled water and fill up the cells, there
are plenty of you tube videos. What you will be looking for is a parasitic drain. Your battery
powers everything. Then it is replenished by the battery. Ok, once you have the items
mentioned above, you need to take a few precautions. Wear insulating gloves. Wear eye
protection. This is when you take your meter, select DC Voltage, and place the red lead on the
positive terminal, and the black lead on the black terminal. Because your meter is on the same
places the car gets it's power from, this is parallel. One thing is connected to another thing,
then to another and so on. You MUST break the chain of electrical connection and place the
meter on amperes in that break. So, disconnect the negative lead on the battery, and place your
meters leads red to the cable you disconnected, and black to the battery's terminal. You are
now in series with the battery. Assuming that nothing is turned on in the car, and everything is
working like a charm, you should read about. Or 50 milliamps. Some may be higher, some may
be lower, but that is a standard to go by. If you are reading a larger amount of amps, like 1 or 2
apmps or more, then you have a drain on your system that WILL eventually drain your battery.
Once you pull the fuse that cause the drain to stop, reading on meter drops to. If that circuit has
multiple items on it, then you will need a schematic to see what all is powered. If you are not
comfortable using the steps I listed, please get someone who is. The starter is engaging even
the engine is shut off and that is why it is draining the battery. Novlet answered 6 years ago.
How do you cut off the radio when getting out of car - it seems to switch on by itself.
JamieFromTheWoods answered 6 years ago. Now, it never does it any more. Cindy00 answered
5 years ago. I have s-type 4. But something is still draining the battery. I cant even get it to turn
over with a jump, the lights and radio will come on with a jump but that's it. It wont turn over or
make a noise like it even wants to. Its just silently dead? Oh I had a mechanic check the starter
and alternator and they are good. PonyGirl answered 5 years ago. Cindy, I now do this, and I

have no more problem with my Jag. It sounds crazy, but it works. I turn off the ignition very
slowly, and I also remove the key very slowly. I have NO idea why that works, but it does. I have
not had a problem in over a year. Try this and let me know. I'm very curious if this works for
other Jag-owners. I would take my battery out and get it charged and it would come on. Pelege
answered 5 years ago. Yes removing the key slowly will help. I personally had to get my car
jumped for awhile until I found out the solution. Now I need help getting my car started. The car
started with No problem until I put it in reverse. Once I pit it in reverse, the car just shut off and
won't come back on. Blank dash with just the radio on. No cranking. Battery protector, or install
a universal relay switch with a fuse able link fuse. CliffordFlorida answered 5 years ago. I had
the very same tale of woe when my Series III was new. For months and months of "service
repairs". The short story In the exterior of the drivers door lock was a brand new ice prevention
mechanism aka heater. It was always active, therefore draining the power at different rates..
There is a micro switch behind the ignition key barrel that switches off the accessories when
the key is turned to off and removed. However the switch sometimes fails leaving the
accessories power on. The switch is easy accessible and relatively cheap. You can tell if the
accessories is still on looking at the radio when removing the key. If left on it will drain the
battery overnight. Marvelousmarcus answered 5 years ago. Hey guys and gals. I can't say I've
had any issues with my Jag S Type, but I had a battery that seemed to die overnight. It
happened once Apparently I did not turn key all the way Other than that, no problems at all. Try
the key thing. I hope this helps if you haven't already found a solution. By the way I've only one
my jag for a few months. Purchased it online in march of By the way I've only owned my jag for
a few months. PuffMagicDragon answered 5 years ago. I'm having a battery drain issue on my
XF. I don't drive the car every day so if we disconnect the battery it obviously doesn't drain. This
last time we reconnected, the car acted funky Is there a "procedure" to go through when you
reconnect the battery? Allan answered 5 years ago. I replaced the relays in the boot and haven't
had any problems since. MartynB answered 5 years ago. Turning the ignition off slowly stops
this battery drain problem for me. Always check that the steering wheel retracts fully to its home
position on switch off. Works for me. Chris answered 5 years ago. Well i just purchased a
Jaguar S type everything was fine and then I cut my car off remove the key and my lights remain
on even when I matched the lock button my park lights and headlights were still on they
remained on I could not turn them off and then when I finally got them to turn off even though I
used the relay switch on the side of the steering wheel which controls also the turn signal the
lights went off and I could not get them to cut back on but my bright lights still worked so I had
to drive with the bright lights on manually holding them on I'm thinking I need to change that
battery because when I bought the car the guy stated that he had just put a brand new battery in
the car if you can help me solve this problem please do so and I will greatly appreciate it. Not
the battery. It could be the micro switch behind the ignition barrel. Its a common fault with s
types, they wear and sometime do not turn the accessories power off even after you remove
they key. A good way to check is to ensure your radio turns off every time you remove the key.
My S wouldn't start, battery was flat and a meter reading showed 0v. Had the alternator
replaced, expensive , Whilst car was being repaired, another S came in with the same fault. My
worry now is that every so often my lights flicker off when the engine is idleing - could this be
the same problem? Michael answered 4 years ago. I got a jaguar s type no panel lights and no
sound out of radio but sometimes it works please help?? The security system is on all the time
It will drain your battery of power. Remove the fuses for the system and your dead battery
problem should be solved. GuruD4DFZ answered 3 years ago. I have a X type Jaguar and the
key got stuck in ignition and then the problem with indicator lights on the dashboard do not
turn on when I turn the key I have no power in the car will not start the there's no problem at all
with the battery it just beeped and and shut itself down. I have a s-type jag with the same
problem--battery draining overnight. Before I turn off the ignition, I make make sure that the
radio is off, Sometimes the radio goes off but the clock stays on, When you turn off the car
slowly, make sure that the clock light goes off and then pull out the key SLOWLY, This works
for me. GuruZC9WG answered 3 years ago. GlobalHealer answered 3 years ago. Sounds like
these cars need to be on a trickle charge whenever you park up or fit a secondary cut out to the
main battery and have a second back up Leisure Battery? JAS49er answered 3 years ago. What
fault message does this indicator mean? GuruWWH37 answered 2 years ago. Very glad I found
this forum. Have had many of the same issues mentioned above, battery draining, I believed it
came from the radio some how not turned off from power source even if no dial lights are
displayed on the radio. Secondly, a gentle wiggle to ensure that ignition is really in off position
also helped. With respect to the former, on occasions when I turned on the ignition, the radio
came on even when I was absolutely positive that the radio had been in use in prior usage of the
car. Another irritating problem, water in the well of the trunk. This works on any car, I did use it

on my Jag s-type. Check the reading, it should be low if all your doors are closed. If it is higher
than milliamps, start to remove your fuses, one at a time and check the amp meter reading
everytime. If the current doesnt change, put the fuse back in the same place. Do this on every
fuse. When the current drops on the meter reading, you will know what circuit is causing the
slow leak and discharging the battery. On my S-Type 3. The door lock was fine when this was
happening i. Replaced the lock mechanism and the battery hasn't drained since then. Iran
answered about a year ago. I have a S Type and same battery issue. I noticed a few things
before the car started dying frequently. The cheapest way in fixing draining battery issue is to
install battery kill switch terminal. The only bad side is you always turn it off if you park your car
and turn on when you drive the car. I installed it on Jag S type 4. Terminal fault was announced
on dashboard. Car would stall and then limp home. This went on and I parked the car for a
couple of months, brought to mechanic. He could not find this fault, replaced the battery. Car
worked for one week. I went to start get something from the boot, it would not open with button,
I pushed electric opener dash, it did not work, I used key to open boot. When I went to start car,
opened driver door, alarm came on key in ignition, battery completely dead. Charged battery.
Attached leads, opened driver door. Alarm sounded. Key in ignition. Car goes dead. I
disconnected battery and am requesting next step in troubleshoot. Thinking I will go get car in
and out of gearr, then attempt start at neutral or back in park. On incline with no parking brake. I
had a similar problem with my Jaguar S Type 3. Jaguar dealership had the car four months and
finally figured out it was a faulty door module. Car was not powering down after closing the
door. They then had problems installing the software into it. This was something only the
dealership can diagnose with their equipment. I know it sucks and it is expensive, but
sometimes with a complicated electrical problem you just have to give it to the dealership to
figure it out. I have a crack in the area behind the dashboard on the passenger side of the
vehicle. How can I get this repaired. I have to replace a failed fuel pump on my S-Type V8. I have
removed all but the bucket at the bottom of the tank with the pump. I cannot seem to find out
how to release it. Can any one tell me I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. How do I
solve this type of electrical problem? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo
Photo optional. Related Questions. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction.
Get Started. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars For Sale. I got this car, did my homework on it and it was well worth the purchase. I had to
put some bucks in it because I purchased used private, but overall the car is awesome - I love it.
Fun to drive and having Caddy's and BMW's and Benz, I really think this car holds up to them
and I feel better driving it because the look is nice, the style stands out. I have the 4. It has a
beautiful black interior and a captivating silver exterior. It turns heads everywhere and people
think we are rich. With the right gas it gets 28 mpg with its nearly hp. The quality is incredible
and it feels like an extension of your body. I bought my used Jag with miles in April Since then a
few minor repairs, nothing crazy, but the ride and the looks are all worth it. Hitting 80 mph is too
easy - watch out for the police because I have been at mph several times, turning heads is easy
with this car. Very fun car to drive. Limited interior space. It has been a very reliable car with
over 75, miles since new the only maintenance has been regular service a new battery and 1
ignition coil covered under warranty. I have to disclaimer this. We bought this car from a local
dealer we know because we temporarily needed another car in the household. I bought this car
because it was a one owner, well maintained car. My advice on buying an older Jag sedan is
that if you don't know the service history, assume it's going to need major service, which can be
expensive. Even so, they will require a degree of maintenence as components reach the end of
their serviceable life. During my ownership I replaced the driver sear module, replaced brakes
and the ignition switch. I bought a Sport model with the 3. The Sport model with better
suspension and seats didn't disappoint. A lovely car to drive. Four of us traveled comfortably
on a 1, mile road trip. These cars are now over a decade and a half old. Great value for money if
you get the right one, choose wisely! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More
about the S-Type. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All
ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Love it! Tons of fun!! A great second car! Items per
page:. Write a review See all S-Types for sale. Sponsored cars related to the S-Type. Sign Up.
Original Poster. Tame Technician. Search My Stuff What's New 3 12 24 Jaguar S-type battery
drain? Bentleyboy Original Poster 3 posts months. When I bought the car recently the battery
was dead and the car had to be jump started. The car was serviced Jag specialist and the
battery changed Bosch , after receiving the car back and running around for the weekend the
car was left for 5 days, the car would then not start totally dead and had to be jump started

again. The car was sent back to the garage, after investigation they detected a battery drain of
approx milli-amps 0. They have told me that the alarm does self arm which they find strange.
They are struggling to find root-cause of the drain, they thought potential issue with RECM,
GECM, as they are staying active and are not shutting down. Any ideas how to diagnose the
cause or ideas of what the cause of the drain is? The garage mechanics are ex Jag dealer techs
so I don't know were to go and am getting desperate, especially if they can't find the root-cause.
The car has now been with them 11days. Thanks in advance for any help you can provide.
You're probably better off having an auto electrical specialist looking at the car as the Jaguar
technicians won't be experts at this. Edited by eldudereno on Saturday 5th April Leave it with
the Jag guys!!!!! Have had a few S'Type's with battery drain. Has the car got a tracker? If it has,
is it wired up correctly? Has the car got ANY after market accesories?? I had a DSM Drivers seat
module on one car that as far as I can remeber was draining on an un-fused circuit. You could
suggest that they disconnect either the fuse boxes completely, or disconnect each module
seperatly to try and find the cause. Has the car had any signs of water into the boot I bet the
auto leccy doesn't even know about the shut down drain off Cars still at the garage 6 weeks
now after extensive investigation they called in a auto Elec specialist, he has identified
controller area network CAN failure, they are now checking all device linked into the circuit and
are about half way through, hopefully should be sorted soon I hope fingers crossed. Anything
further on this? The reason i ask is my dad has a similar model car with the same problem, the
only difference is the car hardly gets used maybe once or twice a week, the garage just said it
was normal but i suspect a car should hold a charge for a little longer than 3 days before it goes
flat. Tame Technician 2, posts months. Its posible that a CAN fault can cause the modules to
stay awake, they dont see the signal to go to sleep on the network, but CAN faults are usually
more apparent, like a load of different things all stop working at once. Almost every CAN
network fault I ever had on on S-types was down to a corroided wire in the wiring harness under
the front bumper cover, sort of under the headlight area. You have to cut the harness open,
remove the black outer tape, and then you can see like a green lump on one of the wires, its
hard to find there got to be 50 wires or so in that harness and 2 or 3 twisted pairs. Worth a look,
takes about an hour and half or so to get the bumper off and have a good look. But the CAN
faults we had back then were always major lack of comms between modules, random dash error
and electric park brake not working all at the same time sort of thing. Not just a battery drain.
Favorites for battery drain on on stype are the two modules you already ruled out. I had a door
module and an instrument pack play up and keep FEM awake before. Put an amp clamp round
the wires that go to the door modules, see if they pulling any amps. Simpo Two 74, posts
months. Holy thread resurrection but My S-Type was plagued with intermittent battery drain. For
a few weeks it would behave perfectly, then suddenty it would drain a whole battery in hours.
Totally unpredictable and bloody annoying - I ended up carrying a spare fully charged battery
with me at all times and got quite deft at swapping them over. Of course when it did it twice in
two days I was stuffed Anyway, one night I drove home, locked the car and went in to the house.
Then I realised I'd left something in the car and went back. I think I've caught it in the act. I
unlock the car, turn the ignition on, then off, then relock the car. Still doing it. Eventually I have
to restart the engine, then turn off and relock. Back to normal! Eaglemcb 1 posts months. Hi
Simpo Two i have an Stype Jag model with exactly the same proble - continual battery drain jaguar service guys cannot find the problem - have checked 3 times now -0 everything appears
OK - but battery continues to fully drain sometimes takes 2 -3 days sometimes takes 10 - 14
days but it drains fully - cat will not start - after noting you found at one stage the radio module
brighly lit and red security light off I have been checking - last night I found exactly the same. I
activated the security to open the car - no change - locked the car - no change - started the car back to normal. The jag guys have checked the ignition around 1 month ago and fixed!! Fullmel
posts months. When the radio fault is on have have a look at the little flap on the ignition barrel
where the key blade goes in sometimes this can stick open when the keys are removed causing
battery drain. I hope this makes sense. Benbay 5, posts months. Lucky me. I now have this
issue too. The car decharged itself after a 1 hour drive in free flowing traffic followed by 1.
Followed by being parked in a field for 7 hours. Assuming i had left something on or something
had caused the alarm problems being parked on a steep slope in a field. Drove home, parked
up, went to bed. Going to try a new battery. Any suggestions as to what to try after? Good luck!
Edited by Bentleyboy on Sunday 19th May Not sure whether to call this bad, or good luck, but
now the ignition barrel is jammed and the key wont go in. The plus side is, from reading up, a
faulty ignition barrel can cause the car to not switch off completely when the car is turned off
hence continuing to drain the battery. I have an automotive locksmith booked for tuesday to
sort the lock out. Bloody anoyed because i had the car booked in for a custom exhaust on
Tuesday, i now wont be able to make it! Jaguar 1: Jaguar sedans Bosch reman alternators ALX

and ALX are prone to batteries in a low state of charge due to cooling fans staying on after the
ignition has been shut off. The cause of this condition has been traced to corrosion in the
cooling fan control module. To repair this condition, the corrosion must be removed from the
control module, but the real culprit is how the corrosion gets there. The corrosion is caused by
water entering the ground wire cores and traveling inside the wire insulation to the module. To
prevent this from happening again, the ground wire eyelet connectors on the left inner front
fender panel must be disconnected and sealed with heat shrink tubing to prevent water from
entering the wires again. In many cases, these kitties are suffering from a feline disease known
as "cooling fan run on". This condition is brought on by corrosion in the cooling fan wiring
harness connector. To cure this condition, the existing harness connection has to be located
behind the front left side fog lamp. Upon installation of the replacement connectors, all wiring
connections should be done with the use of a "Duraseal" connector to prevent corrosion in the
future. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Ambient Air Temperature Sensor
Connector. Ambient Temp Sensor. Back Up Light. Back Up Light Bulb. Brake Light Bulb.
Cornering Light. Courtesy Light Bulb. Cruise Cut Out Switch. Daytime Running Light Bulb.
Dome Light Bulb. Fog Light. Fog Light Bulb. Glove Box Light Bulb. Headlamp Socket. Headlight
Assembly. Headlight Ballast. Headlight Bulb. Headlight Connector. Headlight Wiring Harness.
Interior Dome Light. Interior Door Light. Interior Door Light Bulb. License Light Bulb. Map Light
Bulb. Oil Pressure Sender. Oil Pressure Switch Connector. Parking Light Bulb. Side Marker
Assembly. Side Marker Light. Side Marker Light Bulb. Stop Light Switch. Tail Light Assembly.
Tail Light Bulb. Trailer Brake Control. Trunk Light Bulb. Turn Signal Assembly. Turn Signal
Light. Turn Signal Light Bulb. Turn Signal Switch. Washer Nozzle. Washer Pump. Washer
Reservoir. Water Temperature Sender. Windshield Washer Tank. Windshield Wiper Motor. Wiper
Blade. Wiper Blade Insert. Wiper Blade Insert Set. Wiper Blade Set. Xenon Headlight Control
Unit. Xenon Lighting Ballast. Air Intake. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System.
Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. AC Delco. Shop
By Vehicle. Exide Battery. Click to Enlarge. Core Price [? Marathon Max's lasting energy
protects against battery failure, helping vehicle batteries stay strong and perform like new
longer. Advanced grid technology paired with glass mat separators retains initial capacity for
lasting energy for vehicle safety and entertainment features along with start-stop technology.
Bosch Battery. Bosch SB Battery. Battery may be oriented on side inverted not recommended ;
also for passenger compartment use. Motorcraft Battery. Battery located in trunk. Features:
Motorcraft battery products cover a variety of automotive, marine, commercial, farm and
industrial specialty applications. Products are available for GM, Chrysler and a number of
import vehicles as well. Microprocessor-controlled intercell weld helps ensure longer battery
life. Heat-sealed polypropylene cover and container helps prevent leaks with a strong,
impact-resistant material. Positive grid is optimized for conductivity and is fully framed for
excellent growth and short resistance. Grid alloy helps increase cycle life, improve performance
and reduce water consumption. Envelope separators help protect plates and reduce shorts.
Rounded corners on expanded metal negative grids help eliminate separator shorts. Negative
paste formulation resists flaking to improve overall performance and increase life. Show More
Show Less. Deka Battery. AC Delco Battery. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine Jaguar S Type.
Availability: In stock. When you add the item to the cart, the system will ask you if you have a
working key and for your address. Then it will let you know if we have technicians available in
your area for fulfillment or installation options. Sometimes you will begin to notice a weak
signal while using your remote. This can often be due to a weakened battery. Symptoms will
include a delay in response, or decreased response range, forcing you to press the buttons
multiple times or get closer to your vehicle to operate your remote. We reserve the right to
replace or refund within 30 days of the original ship date. We will test all items and may deny
refund if damaged by the customer. Shipping is non-refundable. Items sent bac
gmc jimmy 99
toyota scion xd 2012
2006 hundai
k packaged improperly or that are lost or damaged will be the responsibility of the customer.
Protect your purchase with an extended warranty at Car Keys Express. If your item becomes
unresponsive or breaks, we'll replace it at no additional charge. This warranty does not cover
loss and we will need to receive the item back to investigate and ensure all future items from
defects. Warranties come in two varieties: 3 year and 4 year. The warranty period begins as
soon as the purchase is made. Please keep track of your order number! It will need to be
referenced in order to fulfill the warranty. Learn more about our extended warranties. Car Keys
Express leads their industry, specializing in the design, manufacture, retail and wholesale

distribution of automotive keyless entry remotes and transponder keys. From your purchase to
any questions you have after receiving your items, Car Keys Express is here for you. Login I
forgot my password. Optional Extended Warranty. Additional Information.

